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Abstract – Over the course of time, a multitude of security solutions have been proposed in order to safeguard the Internet architecture from an extensive array of malware threats. However, the task of ensuring the security of the Internet and its associated applications remains an ongoing research challenge. Researchers persistently delve into the exploration of innovative network architectures, such as the utilization of HTTP as the narrow waist, the implementation of Named Data Networking (NDN), the development of programmable networks, and the adoption of Software-Defined Networking (SDN), with the aim of designing a more dependable and resilient network infrastructure. Among these alternative approaches, SDN has emerged as a robust and secure solution for countering malicious activities. By separating the control plane from the data plane, SDN provides an array of advantages, including enhanced manageability, improved control, dynamic rule updates, advanced analysis capabilities, and a comprehensive network overview facilitated by a centralized controller. Despite its superiority over conventional IP-based networks, SDN is susceptible to various network intrusions and encounters significant challenges in terms of deployment. The purpose of this paper is to conduct a comprehensive review of approximately 70 prominent mechanisms employed for the detection and mitigation of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks in SDN networks. These mechanisms are systematically categorized into four main groups, namely information theory-based methods, machine learning-based methods, approaches based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and other miscellaneous methods. Furthermore, the paper identifies and discusses several unresolved research issues and gaps that exist in the deployment of a secure DDoS defense solution within SDN networks. The objective of this comprehensive...
review is to provide valuable insights to the research community, assisting in the development of more robust and reliable DDoS mitigation solutions that are specifically tailored for SDN networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

In the past twenty years, there has been a significant expansion in the usage of internet-based services and applications, which has led to a sizeable global user base of around 57 percent [1]. In direct proportion, there has been an increase in the level of worry regarding the safety of the internet. Since its inception, the Internet has been susceptible to a wide variety of security flaws, such as worms, port scans, distributed denial of service attacks, and Trojan horses [1]. The research community has focused a large amount of emphasis on one of these dangers, which is known as a denial of service assault (DoS). Attacks that use the denial of service technique entail obstructing the access of authorized users to certain network resources on purpose. A notable and unforgettable event took place on February 7, 2000, when a hacker known as Mafiaboy, who was just 15 years old at the time, staged a series of distributed denial of service assaults on large online retailers such as Amazon and eBay [2]. Since then, DoS attack tactics have advanced, with attackers employing geographically spread devices to launch DDoS attacks. DDoS stands for "distributed denial of service." Intruders use network vulnerabilities as a means to carry out this type of assault, which is generally known as a Trojan Horse attack [3], since it involves the covert installation of a harmful program into computers whose users are unaware that the program is present. The invader creates a network of compromised systems, often known as a botnet, by spreading this program over several networked devices, which is how the botnet gets its common name [3]. An individual human operator, sometimes known as a bot master, controls the entirety of the botnet through remote control [3–5]. An adversary can start a distributed denial of service attack by issuing commands to all compromised devices. These commands tell the compromised machines to generate and send an overwhelming amount of meaningless network traffic towards the adversary’s desired target. The magnitude of the infected devices, which can reach millions, causes the victim's resources to become overwhelmed, which results in the victim's resources becoming inaccessible to legitimate users and culminates in a DDoS attack.

The rapidly accelerating development of IT infrastructure has resulted in a significant increase in the size and complexity of network configurations. As a direct result of this, ensuring essential network features such as integrity, confidentiality, authentication, information availability, and non-repudiation has become a far more difficult task [13]. As a direct result of this, both academic researchers and private industry have redirected their attention to the development of network architectures that are more robust, scalable, and secure [14]. In contrast to the static and decentralized nature of traditional networks, recent developments, most notably SDN, have emerged as a significant step towards the establishment of a dynamic and centralized network environment. This is in contrast to the nature of traditional networks. Despite this, the already deployed networks are still extremely complicated and difficult to administer [15]. When attempting to apply high-level network regulations in typical IP-based networks, administrators of the network run into challenges since they are forced to configure each network device using instructions that are unique to the particular vendor of the equipment [16]. As a consequence of this, IP-based networks present a number of important issues when it comes to the implementation of desired procedures and the reconfiguration of network devices [1]. Furthermore, these networks exhibit a tight coupling between the control plane, which is responsible for network traffic handling, and the data plane, which forwards traffic based on decisions made by the control plane, thereby limiting flexibility and impeding innovation in network infrastructure [1]. The control plane is responsible for handling
network traffic, and the data plane forwards traffic based on decisions made by the control plane.

Scaling network infrastructures to meet the demands of computer networks is necessary in order to solve the problems that have been identified. Nevertheless, the overall complexity of the network will be increased even further as a result of this development [17]. In recent years, both the scientific community and the sector that deals with networks have come up with a number of different ideas in an effort to create better future networks [18]. Included in these solutions are the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) as the thin waist [19], named data networking (NDN) [20], programmable networks [21], and SDN [22]. SDN has emerged as a promising technique to tackle the challenges in contemporary networks, making it one of these potential answers to the problem. The software-defined network (SDN) is an ever-evolving network design that holds out hope for a more effective network infrastructure. It is able to accomplish this by divorcing the control plane, which is comprised of the network's control logic, from the data plane, which is comprised of the underlying routers and switches that are responsible for routing network traffic in accordance with the control logic. As a result of this decoupling, the control logic can be installed in logically centralized controllers, while the network switches continue to perform their traditional roles as straightforward packet forwarding devices. A split of this kind increases flexibility, implementation speed, and programmability while also making network management more straightforward [22].

Despite the fact that it has been shown to be able to improve network security through the use of centralized controllers, global network visibility, and the creation of traffic forwarding rules on demand [23], the SDN architecture is still faced with a number of challenges and concerns, including network security, scalability, and supportability. The failure of the centralized controller can cause disruptions throughout the entire network, making security one of the most important concerns among these problems. Both the centralized control and the communication between the controller and the switches are susceptible to sophisticated Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) assaults [24], [25]. These attacks have been demonstrated to have a considerable influence on the performance of SDN networks [24], [25].

The network is separated into the data plane, the control plane, and the application plane by the SDN architecture. Because of this, DDoS assaults in a software-defined network (SDN) can be separated into application-layer, control-layer, and data-layer DDoS attacks, depending on the plane that is being targeted [8]. There is a significant body of research on DDoS protection solutions [6–12, 23–28], which is very closely related to the work that we have been doing. However, only a small number of authors have concentrated their efforts on detecting and mitigating DDoS assaults explicitly in the context of SDN. Several writers, including Bawany et al. [6], Joelle et al. [7], Dong et al. [8], Fajar et al. [9], Xu et al. [10], Kalkan et al. [11], and Singh et al. [12], have made attempts to review strategies for detecting and mitigating distributed denial of service assaults (DDoS). Nevertheless, in comparison to these previously published evaluations, the review that we present in this study is more in-depth and contains more specific technical information. In addition, the study that we have conducted is multi-faceted, as can be seen in Table 1, which is where we highlight the research gaps that have not been addressed in these review publications.

The following is a list of the primary contributions that our paper makes:

Review in Depth This article provides a comprehensive review of the many different kinds of DDoS assaults that can be initiated within the context of SDN.

A Detailed Investigation Into: We give a thorough analysis of the current state of the art regarding methods for detecting and mitigating distributed denial of service attacks in SDN networks. In addition to this, we classify these protective measures into four distinct groups and include
comprehensive technical information regarding the aforementioned mechanisms.

Identification of Void Areas in Research: After conducting an exhaustive study of the DDoS-based solutions in SDN, we have compiled a list of the research gaps that exist in the various SDN-based DDoS solutions now in use.

The remaining content of the document is organized as follows throughout the subsequent sections of this study: In the following section, we will present an in-depth analysis of the various DDoS detection and mitigation strategies currently in use. In Section 5, a summary of the most significant research voids in the body of previous work is presented. Our investigation is brought to a close in Section 6, which focuses on potential future directions.

2. DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE TYPES IN SDN:

The SDN architecture represents a pioneering concept aimed at enhancing network manageability and security by decoupling the control plane from the data plane [49]. This architectural approach possesses inherent characteristics such as the separation of the control plane from the data plane, a comprehensive network view, network programmability, software-based traffic analysis, and dynamic updating of network policies, all with the goal of improving network security.

However, despite these security enhancements, the SDN architecture remains vulnerable to attacks targeting the data plane, control plane, and the interfaces between planes. These attacks present significant challenges and compromise the integrity of the SDN architecture, rendering it a complex and demanding network architecture [90]. Figure 5 provides an overview of the vulnerability of specific planes to different types of attacks within the SDN architecture. The following attacks are examined in detail:

- **Packet in Flooding**: The attacker will carry out this attack by delivering a large number of packets to the virtual switch (vswitch) that contain faked IP addresses. This will force the vswitch to send a large number of packet in messages to the centralized controller through the southbound interface. The controller is flooded with manufactured flow requests, which causes it to become unreachable to users who are actually authorized to use it [91].

- **Spoofing of Switch**: During this type of attack, the perpetrator makes a fictitious change to the IP address of a switch and then uses that altered address to create a connection with the controller. The attacker concurrently activates a second malicious switch with a faked IP address, which then establishes a connection with the controller while the first switch, which is legitimate, is in the process of communicating with the controller. As a consequence of this, the controller severing its connection with the honest switch in order to engage in activity with the dishonest switch, which in turn causes the performance of the network to suffer. This attack results in bogus requests being sent to the controller, which makes the implementation of mitigating methods [92] necessary.

- **Flow Table Overflow**: In the design of a SDN, the flow rules that are sent by the controller are saved in the flow table of an OpenFlow switch. Old flow rules are removed from the flow table by the switch when a predetermined amount of time has elapsed, as determined by the timeout value associated with each flow rule [93]. However, there is a problem caused by the restricted capacity of the Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) that is utilized for storing flow table entries [89]. TCAM is both expensive and power-intensive. An adversary can overwhelm the
switch by flooding it with a large number of newly generated flows if they take advantage of this weakness and exploit it. As a consequence of this, the switch's flow table memory is exhausted very quickly, which results in the deletion of valid entries and a decrease in overall network performance.

- **Congestion of Southbound APIs**: In the SDN architecture, when an OpenFlow switch forwards a packet_in request to the controller, it transmits a portion of the packet while storing the remaining part in its buffer. However, if the buffer becomes saturated, the switch must forward the entire packet to the controller [88]. By dispatching multiple fabricated flows to the switch, an attacker can easily overload the limited bandwidth employed in the southbound APIs, causing congestion that renders it unavailable to legitimate users [93].

- **Controller Saturation**: In a network that uses SDN, the controller is responsible for handling multiple packet in requests, including those that are brought about by bogus flows coming from an attacker. The controller will create queues so that these requests can be processed in order. However, when there are many fake packets present, the controller gets obsessed with processing false requests. This causes a decline in performance and is a substantial challenge for SDN-based networks [94]. Attackers are able to generate a sufficient volume of fabricated flows, which can exhaust the controller's processing capabilities if they are successful. Even if supplementary controllers have been suggested as a potential solution [25], even the secondary controller can still be compromised by these kinds of attacks. As mentioned in [76], utilizing numerous controllers as a defense mechanism against DoS and DDoS attacks is not a workable method since it can result in a failure that cascades across all controllers. This renders the solution infeasible.

- **Buffer Saturation**: When a switch delivers a packet in message to the controller, it sends a portion of the packet to the controller and stores the rest part of the packet in its buffer memory. The controller receives the piece of the packet that the switch sends to it. An attacker can initiate an attack by flooding the switch with many manufactured packets, which quickly depletes the buffer. This functionality can be exploited in order to accomplish this. Once the switch has used up all of the available buffering space on its internal bus, it is required to send the complete packet to the controllers as an event, which results in yet another bottleneck for the SDN architecture. This stage makes it difficult for legitimate users to process their flow requests, which gives the attacker the opportunity to slow down the network.

- **Unauthorized Applications**: Within SDN, multiple applications that access network resources in order to deliver services to the controller and the network are grouped together under the rubric of the application plane. Certain apps have the capability of gaining access to network resources by utilizing instances of other applications. On the other hand, because applications do not have authentication and authorisation procedures, it is possible for malicious applications to acquire illegal access through instances of other applications. These malicious programs have the ability to control the behavior of the network and cause a performance decrease in the network.

Thus, it is evident that despite the innovative security features integrated into the SDN architecture, various attacks targeting different planes within the architecture can undermine its
robustness and effectiveness, thereby posing significant challenges to its implementation and operation.

3. REVIEW OF DDOS DEFENCE SOLUTIONS IN SDN

DDoS attacks have become a significant concern for researchers in recent years. While SDN presents certain features that can address the problem of DDoS attacks, SDN itself has become a target for attackers. Consequently, numerous researchers have proposed mechanisms for detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks in the SDN context. This section provides a systematic analysis of the recent work conducted in DDoS attack detection and mitigation within SDN.

4.1. Review of DDoS detection solutions in SDN

This section provides an in-depth analysis of the various DDoS detection solutions that are currently available in SDN. These remedies are split up into four distinct classes according to the kind of detection measure and detection technique that they make use of. DDoS security solutions based on information theory, machine learning-based DDoS defense solutions, artificial neural network-based defense solutions, and other types are included in the categories.

4.1.1. Information theory-based DDoS defense solutions in SDN

Metrics based on information theory, such as entropy and divergence, have seen widespread application in the field of DDoS attack detection [95]. While entropy quantifies the degree of similarity between two probability distributions, divergence metrics assess the degree to which two probability distributions are alike. Claude Shannon was the first person to publicly discuss the idea of quantifying uncertainty in 1948 [95]. Divergence metrics, which evaluate the information distance between various probability distributions of traffic flows, are used to discover irregularities in network traffic. These abnormalities can be caused by a number of different things. Utilizing entropy measurement allows for the observation of current network behavior that deviates from typical behavior, which enables the identification of DDoS assaults. Several groups of academics have come up with a variety of DDoS defense strategies that make use of entropy metrics.

The programmability of SDN networks enables the collection and analysis of network traffic statistics. SDN refers to a type of networking that is defined by software. This feature was expanded by Giotis et al. [97], who used information extraction to make the controller's job easier, hence minimizing the amount of work it had to do. Their strategy entails performing regular data collecting and analysis by employing the entropy method in order to identify network irregularities. The collector module is responsible for gathering data and transmitting it to the anomaly detection module. The anomaly detection module then examines all flow entries for each time window in order to determine whether flows are malicious. After malicious flows have been identified, the mitigation module's flow rules can be used to prevent such flows. Using the network of the National Technical University of Athens, benign data was gathered, while malicious traffic was created with tools such as Tcpreplay and Scapy to validate the effectiveness of their approach.

Wang et al. [98] presented a method that decreases the overhead of flow collecting in the controller by implementing the scheme on OpenFlow switches. This method reduces the amount of work that has to be done to collect flows. Their approach focuses on flow statistics and makes use of entropy in order to identify anomalies in network behavior. The Mininet network simulator was used for the validation of their methodology. A approach that is both effective and lightweight was presented by Mousavi et al. [99] for the purpose of attack detection in SDN. Atypical behavior is identified by their system through the utilization of the entropy fluctuation of the destination IP address. Monitoring the destination IP of incoming packets and measuring the packet count from the same IP are the
two primary methods by which the system identifies attacks on the controller. When multiple packets with the same destination are recorded, the entropy of the network decreases, which enables the identification of irregularities within the system. The experimental setup made use of the Mininet network emulator, and the Scapy program was used to generate the test traffic.

Botie et al. [100] proposed a novel method that makes use of the processing capabilities that are already there in the switch to detect and stop DDoS attacks. A network anomaly can be identified through the monitoring of traffic characteristics and the use of an algorithm based on entropy. As soon as a violation is found, new flow rules are placed on switches to prevent malicious flows from being transmitted. Within the framework of their defense strategy, Tsai et al. [101] implement an entropy-based DDoS detection approach. The entropy is determined by an application that is running on the controller, and it watches and calculates the incoming traffic. In the event that an attack is identified, the application contributes to the process of putting a mitigation strategy into action by closing the relevant port. In addition, this information is relayed to the Network Intrusion and Security Division (NISD) so that it can undergo additional analysis and perhaps block harmful activity. Their methodology is proven in an experimental setting by utilizing the Ryu controller, and the Scapy tool is used for the production of traffic in the experimental setting.

In their paper [102], Kalkan et al. introduced an innovative security strategy for SDN networks that makes use of joint entropy. Their proposed approach, which they call JESS (Joint Entropy-based Security Scheme), is broken down into three stages: nominal, preparatory, and active mitigation. During the phase in which there is no threat of an attack, baseline information is compiled by developing nominal pair profiles for each attribute pair, and all traffic is routed through the controller. The preliminary stage starts as soon as congestion is identified, and during this stage the switch merely delivers information about packets to the controller. The controller will determine the joint entropies of pair profiles, and it will determine whether or not a DDoS attack has occurred based on whether or not the difference between the entropies exceeds a certain threshold. When an attack is discovered, the controller notifies the switch, and the Attack Mitigation module immediately begins dropping attack packets while safeguarding genuine packets. This keeps the network secure.

Metrics based on Generalized Entropy (GE) and Generalized Information distance (GID) were introduced by Sahoo et al. [103] in order to detect low-rate DDoS attacks on the control layer of a software-defined network (SDN). They used information distance as a metric in order to quantify the difference in the traffic flows throughout the network. Their strategy, which made use of GE and GID, produced superior results to those obtained using Shannon entropy and KL-divergence. The method was tested by running it on the Mininet emulator while using the Linux Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system.

Jiang et al. [105] presented EDDM, which stands for Entropy-based DDoS Defence Mechanism. This is a novel approach to detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks on the SDN controller. The three phases that make up EDDM are as follows: the Window Construction Phase, the DDoS Detection Phase, and the DDoS Mitigation Phase. The entropy metric is applied to analyze network traffic in order to differentiate between legitimate and malicious activity. This method can identify bots by using the corresponding In-port of the In-switch to prevent an attack from occurring. In order to verify the effectiveness of their strategy, the floodlight controller was built on Mininet.

A technique that utilizes a dynamic threshold was proposed by Hong et al. [106], and it is designed to balance the load in both attack and non-attack scenarios. The entropy of the network's features is computed using this approach, and the threshold is determined in a dynamic manner. The load balancer will find other routes to disperse the network traffic and prevent congestion at a given switch when it learns about a higher rate of network traffic. This
happens when the load balancer obtains knowledge about the higher rate of network traffic.

An adaptive framework for detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks was introduced by Bawany et al. [107] under the name SEAL (SECure and AGile). This framework is comprised of three modules: d-defence, a-defence, and c-defence. The adaptability of SEAL is achieved by using a modified form of EWAA filters (estimated weighted moving average). Other applications call for the utilization of various filters, including proactive, active, and passive varieties. The Mininet network simulator was utilized in order to do the validation of their methodology.

Using the entropy metric, Ahalawat et al. [108] presented yet another way for identifying and mitigating DDoS assaults. After the mitigation module has identified an attack, it will restrict the input of switches to lessen the damage caused by the attack. Additionally, they tested their strategy by utilizing Mininet in conjunction with the Ryu controller.

Conditional entropy was used for detection by Xuanyua et al. [109], and wildcard policy was used to get rid of unwanted packets and prevent attacks. On the other hand, it was discovered that the wildcard policy was not adequate for separating malicious traffic from regular traffic in a reasonable manner.

Cognitively-inspired computing combined with dual address entropy was the basis for Cui et al.'s [110] solution to the problem of detecting distributed denial of service attacks. The statistic collection module will, on a regular basis, gather data and do calculations to determine the frequency of each source and destination IP. The Feature Computing module is responsible for calculating the entropy of both the source address and the destination. When a DDoS attack is identified, it is because the entropy of the source is higher than the regular traffic threshold, and the entropy of the destination is lower than the threshold. To prevent further attack from being done by the attack, the DDoS defender throws away all of the table entries. A floodlight controller that was connected to Mininet was utilized in the process of validating their technique.

These experiments, taken as a whole, show that entropy-based metrics are beneficial for detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks in SDN networks. The many different strategies that have been suggested make use of the programmability and adaptability offered by SDN architectures in order to strengthen network security and guarantee reliable operation.

4.1.2. Machine learning-based DDoS defense solutions in SDN

It has been established that machine learning (ML) algorithms are effective in tackling difficult problems in a variety of contexts [112], thanks to the widespread and successful implementation of these algorithms. At the area of network security, machine learning algorithms have been shown to be extremely effective in identifying DDoS assaults, to the point where they outperform traditional signature-based detection techniques [113]. These methods make it possible to accurately identify aberrant network traffic behavior by using classifiers that have been trained on that data. The Support Vector Machine (SVM), the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the Decision Tree (J48), the Advanced Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, Logistic regression, Random Trees, the Binary Bat algorithm, Random Forest, and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) are examples of popular ML-based classifiers [113].

As can be seen from the papers that are compiled in Table 6, researchers have been able to improve DDoS attack detection by making use of strong machine learning techniques. A multi-vector DDoS detection system that runs as a network application on an SDN controller was proposed by Niyaz et al. [114]. They gathered normal data from a Home Wireless Network that was connected to the Internet and then created attack traffic using Hping within a VMware ESXi host environment. The attack traffic included a variety of DDoS attacks.

Hidden Markov Models were applied in the Hurley et al. [115] intrusion detection system for the SDN environment (HMM). They trained Hidden Markov
Models utilizing the Baum-Welch technique after establishing an experimental setup with the Mininet emulator and the Floodlight OpenFlow controller.

Alshamrani et al. [116] proposed a solution to deal with attacks known as Misbehavior and NewFlow. Their system collected information about the network at regular intervals and used a technique called machine learning to identify network flows as either normal or attack flows. Emulation of a network was used to verify the viability of the strategy.

Entropy and a support vector machine classifier were the foundation of the flooding attack detection and mitigation system that Hu et al. [117] demonstrated. They did this by collecting data on network traffic using the SDN controller and sFlow agents and then implementing a mitigation agent to prevent attack traffic while still allowing legitimate users to have normal access to network resources. The Mininet emulator was utilized in order to carry out the validation of their methodology.

A hybrid DDoS attack detection system that incorporated statistical and machine learning techniques was presented by Dehkordi et al. [118]. They used an analytical approach for the feature extraction process, and for the classification step, they used a machine learning approach. The validity of the suggested method was checked by using the UNB-ISCX dataset, as well as the CTU-13 and ISOT data sets.

In their study [119], Li et al. presented a two-stage IDS (Intrusion Detection System) that could detect network anomalies intelligently by recording network flows from a global perspective. They used a voting mechanism and implemented the Bat method with Swarm Division and Binary Differential Mutation for feature extraction. Additionally, they utilized Random Forest as a classifier with customizable weights for sample data. Adaptability was used to validate the approach by changing the significance of samples through a vote system.

Another hybrid method was presented by Guozi et al. [120], which made use of the KNN machine learning technology in addition to the entropy method. KNN was used for the classification of network traffic, whereas entropy was utilized for the process of picking particular features from within a feature set.

Deepa et al. [121] proposed an ensemble technique for detecting aberrant behavior in network traffic within the SDN controller. This method makes use of multiple different types of data. They used KNN, Naive Bayes, support vector machines, and self-organizing maps to gain increased productivity by combining these methods. The method was validated by utilizing the Mininet emulator, and the authors discovered that SVM-SOM produced a greater detection rate and accuracy compared to other combinations. This was in comparison to the other combinations.

Phan et al. [122] presented a unique DDoS attack defender that improved the detection rate and speed for traffic classification by employing a hybrid machine learning technique and an enhanced History-based IP Filtering (eHIPF) scheme, in place of HIPF. This was done to replace HIPF. When an attack is detected by eHIPF, the mitigation agent will send a flow mod message to the cloud's border that includes a drop action. This will cause every packet to be discarded. An experimental setting was rigged up in a research facility's network in order to verify the viability of the proposed methodology.

Myint et al. [123] developed a solution that uses a sophisticated support vector machine to detect DDoS attacks with a small amount of additional processing load. In order to cut down on the amount of time spent training and testing, volumetric and asymmetric features were utilized. This strategy was successful in identifying two different types of flooding assaults, namely ICMP flood and UDP flood. In order to verify the viability of the proposed technique, the OpenDaylight controller was built and deployed on Mininet.

These studies provide evidence of the varied applications of machine learning algorithms in
efficiently identifying and mitigating distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS), highlighting the potential of these methods to improve network security in an SDN context.

4.1.3. Artificial Neural Network-Based DDoS Defense Solutions In SDN

Researchers have shown a significant amount of interest in the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) due to the inherent benefits offered by these networks, which include better fault tolerance and robustness, self-organization, parallelism, and self-learning capabilities. Because of these characteristics, ANN is a potential solution for DDoS attack detection [124], since it has the ability to recognize both known and unexpected attack patterns. The intelligence and flexibility of intrusion detection systems (IDS) can be improved through the use of artificial neural network (ANN) approaches. Researchers have made use of a number of powerful algorithms, such as Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), exact-STORM, Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), in order to detect DDoS attacks in software-defined networking-based networks. These efficient algorithms are summarized in Table 7, and further explanation is provided below.

Braga et al. [125] developed a lightweight technique to the detection of DDoS attacks that minimizes the attack on performance overhead. Their technique took into consideration many aspects of traffic flow and made use of flow-based information. The system kept an eye on the NOX switches and gathered data from the flow entries of all switches to determine things like the average duration of each flow, the percentage of flows that were pair flows, the growth of single flows, and the growth of different ports. The classification of traffic as either normal or an attack was accomplished by the classifier module by using the precise position of the neuron that emerged victorious in the topological map. For the flooding attacks, a synthetic dataset that was built with the help of the Stacheldraht tool was substituted for legitimate traffic that was collected from real datasets.

The SD-Anti DDoS defense mechanism was developed by Cui et al. [126] for use in SDN as a means of protecting against DDoS attacks. The strategy that was suggested included the following four modules: an Attack Detection Trigger, an Attack Detection, an Attack Traceback, and an Attack Mitigation. The Attack Detection Trigger module was developed to give a quicker response time against DDoS attacks, hence minimizing the amount of work that needs to be done by the Controller and the switches. When the mitigation module identified an attack, it immediately began the process of blocking attack traffic and cleared the switch flow tables of any and all flows that were associated with phony traffic.

Xu et al. [68] presented an original method for detecting Distributed Denial of Service attacks that consisted of two phases: victim detection and attack detection. After determining who the victim was, their system used something called self-organizing maps (SOM) in conjunction with neural network technology to determine whether network traffic was typical or an attempt at an attack. The authors verified their methodology by utilizing the topology of the Internet network.

A temporally-based approach to DDoS attack detection was proposed by Cui et al. [127], in which a back-propagation neural network was trained to extract attack patterns for identification purposes. When the attack detection module realized that it was under attack, it switched over to the attack defense module, which then closed the port where the malicious packets had first entered the system. However, because this operation could potentially block ports for legitimate users as well, the port recovery module dynamically restored the ports after they were blocked.

A DDoS attack detection mechanism based on deep learning in SDN was proposed by Li et al. [128]. This mechanism included a feature processing unit that processed raw data samples and provided a dataset for deep learning training. SDN stands for
software-defined networking. Based on the statistics that were provided by the Information Statistics module, the Flow Table Generator module determined the flow entries and priorities for various attack packages that could be dropped and sent to the OpenFlow switch. These flow entries and priorities were determined by the module. The authors trained on the ISCX dataset and then subjected their DDoS defensive architecture to real-time DDoS attacks to validate it.

In the study that Nam et al. [129] conducted, statistical tools and techniques involving neural networks were used in order to discover anomalous activity in the network. They utilised the entropy measure as a means of selecting particular features from among a set of attributes and utilized SOM as a means of categorizing network behavior. Emulation with the POX controller was used to verify that the authors' approach was successful.

A hybrid strategy was developed by Novaes et al. [130] as a means of identifying and mitigating assaults such as DDoS and port scans that occur in SDN networks. The operation of this plan consisted of three stages: characterization, the detection of anomalies, and mitigation. In order to quantify network properties, the authors made use of an entropy metric, and they used LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) to simulate the signature of each attribute as it appears in regular traffic. After that, they made use of fuzzy logic in order to identify any irregularities in the network. The authors implemented the floodlight controller as a means of validating their methodology through the use of Mininet simulation.

### 4.1.4. Other Methods

Researchers have investigated other strategies as a means of detecting and mitigating DDoS assaults in SDN. These strategies are in addition to those already listed. These techniques include a wide variety of methodologies, including the SYN cookie algorithm, TRW-CB, rate limitation, graph theory, queuing theory, Bloom filters, and cumulative sums, among others. Table 8 provides an overview of the various strategies that are derived from these methods:

An intrusion detection system for software-defined networks that makes use of the TRW-CM and rate-limiting algorithms was presented by Dotcenko et al. [131]. Their strategy was put to the test on Mininet and passed with flying colors thanks to the Beacon controller.

Chin et al. [132] presented a strategy for the prevention of attack and the discovery of malicious activity that was developed specifically for TCP SYN flood assaults. The strategy makes use of two different components, namely a monitor and a correlator. The monitor maintains a constant listening posture, keeping an ear out for certain kinds of attacks, and communicating any relevant information to the correlator. The correlator is responsible for communicating with the monitor and Open vSwitch (OVS) in order to detect and mitigate attacks. This is accomplished by verifying the attacks' presence, running additional queries based on the most recent flow table, and making use of the OpenFlow API to drop malicious traffic.

A DDoS attack mitigation architecture called DaMask was introduced by Wang et al. [85], and it was built on software-defined networking. The DaMask-D module is the one responsible for generating attack alarms, and these alerts are then forwarded to the DaMask-M module.

Bloom filters were presented as part of an attack detection architecture for use in SDN by Xiao and colleagues [133]. Bloom filters are utilized by the framework's modules in order to gather and identify anomalous flow patterns. A testbed built with Mininet was utilized in order to verify the validity of the technique.

An strategy that makes use of graph theory was suggested by Aleroud et al. [134] as a method for identifying assaults in SDN networks. They began by obtaining traditional network datasets and then extracted an attack signature database from those datasets. Next, they examined various samples of OpenFlow to establish whether or not previously developed signatures could be utilized in flow
analysis. The authors claimed that the findings obtained using their methodology were superior to those obtained using [125], [143], and [149].

In the context of SDN, Conti et al. [135] proposed a lightweight DDoS attack detection technique. To detect DDoS assaults, they utilized a non-parametric method known as Cumulative Sum. Both the CAIDA Internet traces and the DARPA intrusion detection evaluation dataset were utilized in the process of validating the technique.

SDNScore is a statistical and packet-based security mechanism developed by Kalkan et al. [136] for use in SDN networks as a protection against DDoS attacks. This hybrid system gives switches the ability to collect statistical data and collaborate with the controller to come to decisions regarding current DDoS attacks. Instead of discarding all of the packets that make up a flow, a packet-based analysis is used to identify and remove attack packets.

Bhushan et al. [28] suggested an innovative method for sharing flow tables as a means of shielding SDN networks against DDoS attacks that use flow table overloading. In order to make the network more resistant to overflow DDoS attacks, this strategy makes use of alternative switch flow table space while keeping communication overhead to a minimum. A mathematical model that is based on queuing theory can provide an approximation of the utilised and unused flow table space. During an attack, the method examines the flow table status of every other switch in order to locate a switch that is appropriate for the situation. Through the use of the network simulator Mininet, the authors were able to demonstrate the viability of their methodology.

These varied approaches offer multiple ways to deal with DDoS attacks in SDN, reflecting the ongoing attempts to improve detection and mitigation strategies in this area of the domain.

4.2. Review of DDoS Mitigation Techniques in SDN

In order to protect network resources from such ubiquitous dangers, it is of the utmost necessity to take measures to mitigate distributed denial of service, or DDoS, attacks. Researchers have successfully mitigated DDoS assaults using a variety of strategies while operating within networks that were built using the SDN architecture. These methods include connection migration, packet migration, limiting the bandwidth of inflows, adjusting timeouts, and implementing controller-to-controller communication protocols. Table 9 provides a complete description of the various strategies for mitigating the impact, which is followed by the following discussion in greater detail:

Shin et al. [75] presented Avant-Guard, a novel method to protect against saturation attacks by expanding the capabilities of the preexisting OpenFlow data plane. The actuation trigger module and the connection migration module are both incorporated into Avant-Guard. The connection migration module makes it possible to switch failed Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sessions on the data plane before notifying the control plane of the failure. While this is happening, the actuating trigger module is collecting information about the network state as well as the payload of the packets, which allows it to activate particular flow rules based on predetermined criteria. The authors constructed Avant-Guard by making use of the NetFPGA architecture so that they could demonstrate the efficacy of their methodology.

FloodGuard is a framework that was presented by Wang et al. [138]. It is supposed to be simple, effective, and independent of any specific protocol in order to improve the safety of SDN networks. FloodGuard is made up of two essential components, namely the proactive module and the packet migration module. By keeping an eye on the SDN controller's runtime logic, the proactive module is able to generate proactive flow rules in real time, which, in turn, helps to ensure that network policy is consistently adhered to. On the other hand, the packet migration module would temporarily cache data packets before submitting them to the controller through the utilization of rate restriction and Round Robin scheduling.
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mechanisms. This will effectively prevent the controller from becoming overwhelmed.

Piedrahita et al. [139] created FlowFense, a method that is both quick and lightweight for defending against DDoS attacks. In order to identify conditions of congestion, this method calls for assessing the level of use of the interfaces present on routers and the SDN controller. When the router detects congestion at particular interfaces, it will send an alert to the controller. This will allow the router to restrict the bandwidth that is available on those interfaces.

Wang et al. [140] developed a safe approach for access control that would authenticate entities before allowing access to the system. The structure is made up of three different modules: authentication, registration, and policy management; access control and communication policy; and traceback and audit policy. In order to communicate with one another, entities need to first register with an authentication and registration module, which gives them a password for subsequent communication. These modules were constructed by the authors on the application layer of the SDN architecture, and a POX controller was utilized in the validation of their strategy.

Using the available unused RAM all across the SDN system, Yuan et al. [141] designed a peer's support method for the purpose of mitigating flow table overflow DDoS attacks. Their plan takes into account every switch on a peer level, and in it, switches that are under attack are aided by other switches by utilizing the flow table space that is unused on those other switches. Utilizing queuing theory allows for the accurate calculation of vacant spaces on switches that are not currently under attack.

SDN Guard is a unique approach that was proposed by Dridi et al. [142] for safeguarding SDN networks against DDoS attacks. This is accomplished by dynamically modifying the route that harmful traffic takes and adjusting flow timeouts. The authors confirmed their method by putting it into practice using Mininet, which demonstrated a reduction of up to 32 percent in the amount of influence it had on controller performance.

In order to defend against flooding attacks, Phan et al. [143] developed an improved technique that they named Idle-time Adjustment (IA). In order to process flow information, this system uses something called a Support Vector Machine (SVM). Flows are either forwarded to the policy enforcement module or analyzed by the IA algorithm, the latter of which evaluates whether a flow is normal or whether it requires the adoption of a new policy based on the output of the SVM.

ArOMA is a strategy that was presented by Sahay and colleagues [144] to combat DDoS attacks. This strategy makes use of the centralized manageability and programmability capabilities of SDN. In this method, a controller at the endpoint of the Internet service provider (ISP) receives alerts and then generates policies for switches to deal with the threats. In order to validate their method, the authors' implementation included the use of a Ryu controller.

Hameed et al. [145] presented a collaborative strategy for reducing the effects of DDoS attacks in the context of SDN. They devised a protocol known as Controller-to-Controller (C-to-C) that allows for secure communication and the exchange of attack information between SDN controllers. It was decided to implement the POX controller on Mininet in order to evaluate their methodology.

A defense against DDoS assaults in SDN that include route spoofing and resource fatigue was suggested by Conti et al. [146]. Their Selective Blocking module will gather IP and MAC address data, and then inform the controller so that further action can be taken. The Periodic Monitoring module performs a calculation to determine the entropy of the destination IP and port in order to identify aberrant activity. The authors put their method into action in a hypothetical target environment by using Mininet.

Karmakar et al. [147] made use of a northbound application in order to reduce the effects of DDoS attacks in SDN. Their system can handle DDoS
attacks thanks to the security policy design and storage that it uses. In order to verify the efficacy of their strategy, the ONOS controller was built and deployed.

Wang et al. [148] came up with the SafeGuard Scheme (SGS) as a means of defending the control plane from DDoS assaults. The Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) approach is employed by the Anomaly Detection module in order to locate irregularities in the flow of network traffic. By implementing access control rules, the Controller Remapping procedure prevents hosts from delivering bogus traffic and redirects flows to other controllers.

These diverse approaches contribute to the effective mitigation of DDoS attacks in SDN networks, highlighting the ongoing efforts to enhance the security and resilience of such networks against these threats.

4. RESEARCH GAPS

Several research gaps have been identified as a result of a thorough review of the existing literature on DDoS defense solutions in the context of SDN. These research gaps indicate areas that need additional exploration. If these holes are patched, it will help in the creation and implementation of better secure solutions for SDN networks.

- The fact that simulation settings typically only have a single controller is a significant research hole that needs to be filled. In previous research (for example, [106–109, 111, 121, 122]), single controllers were utilized the majority of the time. These controllers include POX, NOX, Floodlight, and OpenDayLight. However, the availability of safe and robust controllers is limited, and depending entirely on a single controller presents the possibility of a failure point for the entire network [6]. The implementation of multiple controllers and distributed defense solutions should be investigated for use in future defense strategies. These solutions can help to distribute the overhead across a number of different machines and enable load balancing based on the requirements of individual scenarios. It is essential to minimize synchronization and communication overheads while taking into consideration the deployment of topologies with many controllers and the implementation of distributed DDoS defense measures.

- Another area of study that needs improvement is the integration of more sophisticated security modules into SDN switches. A number of researchers (for example [28, 75, 85, 98, 107, 128, 136, 139, 146]) have suggested adding these modules to SDN switches in order to improve the functionality of the switches. This method does lower the computational overhead of the controller and the communication overhead that exists between the data plane and the control plane; however, it does so at the expense of increased complexity and additional expenditures. As a result, there is a requirement to deploy security modules in switches in an effective manner while simultaneously reducing the amount of communication complexity between devices.

- Virtualizing network devices and the connections between them, which is a standard practice in validation and is accomplished with the help of tools like the Mininet emulator, has a substantial impact on the results. It is difficult to create an accurate model of Internet behavior via simulation tools since, to this day, there is no formula that can accurately describe Internet behavior [159]. In addition, the fact that my fellow researchers all utilize the same system in their experimental setups makes it difficult to validate security strategies. As a result, it is essential to incorporate a number of different physical machines in order to evaluate the proposed security strategies and take into consideration the complexity of real-world circumstances.

- A great number of solutions that are based on information theory metrics (for example, [97,
99, 100, 102–106]) use predefined threshold values for anomaly detection that are determined by the standard behavior of the network. However, due to the limited public deployment of SDN-based networks, it might be difficult to determine the suitable behavior to use as a baseline for these systems. In addition, the absence of benchmarked datasets reflecting regular traffic in addition to attack traffic is a factor that reduces the accuracy of these systems. It is common for traffic generator programs to be unable to correctly mimic the features of today's high-speed networks; as a result, the proportion of attack traffic, background traffic, and regular traffic that should be generated is thrown off [158]. Therefore, forecasting the appropriate behavior of a baseline network and getting datasets that have been benchmarked remain key areas of study need.

- According to the findings of earlier authors [114–120], the availability of normal traffic datasets that are specific to SDN networks is an essential component in the process of training machine learning models for DDoS detection. However, these methods are hindered by the absence of such datasets, which are necessary for their use. The usage of artificially generated datasets by other academics results in the introduction of bias and a failure to adequately portray the complexity of situations that occur in the actual world. As a consequence of this, there is an urgent need to solve the research gap of training machines with the appropriate normal behavior.

- Low-rate DDoS assaults continue to be difficult to detect, despite the fact that many academics have concentrated their efforts on developing methods to identify high-rate DDoS attacks by evaluating aberrations in network activity in comparison to regular traffic flow. Because sophisticated low-rate assaults are able to circumvent existing protection systems, it is imperative that effective detection tools that specifically target such attacks be developed.

- Multiple parameters are used by DDoS detection and mitigation systems that are based on artificial neural networks (ANN) in order to evaluate the present status of the network. In spite of the fact that these solutions work within the control plane of the SDN architecture, the excessive computational overhead that results from the usage of many parameters might have an adverse effect on the performance of the centralized controller that is responsible for policymaking. As a result, in order to keep controller performance stable, it is absolutely necessary to cut down on the total number of parameters used in ANN-based approaches for DDoS detection.

- Validation methods used by certain publications, such as Jiang et al. [105], rely on small network topologies that are not typical of practical settings. These topologies were used in the validation process. Validation efforts need to take into account plausible network topologies in order to guarantee that the offered solutions are actually implementable.

- Although using several controllers in a master-slave design might increase network performance, as shown by Wang et al. [148], it is important not to disregard the synchronization overhead that comes along with using many controllers. The lack of study on efficient synchronization techniques is a research gap that needs to be filled if one wants to ensure that such systems are effective.

- When it comes to DDoS attack detection, the vast majority of security solutions rely on network traffic characteristics derived from SDN switches (e.g., [68, 125, 126, 131, 139]). When utilizing native OpenFlow statistics gathering approaches, however, a significant amount of processing overhead is introduced onto the centralized control plane. This is
especially the case in large-scale networks. Although some writers have used the sFlow technique to circumvent this issue, the fact that it only records a subset of the information available means that the accuracy of the defense solution is compromised. As a result, there is a vacuum in research on the discovery of ways to collect network statistics while keeping the accuracy level high despite having a small amount of overhead.

- Some writers have attempted to detect DDoS attacks in software-defined networks (SDNs) by utilizing generalized information entropy metrics, such as Renyi's Entropy and -Entropy (e.g., [103, 104, 111, 120]). In comparison to the more conventional Shannon Entropy measure, these metrics produce significantly better results. Nevertheless, choosing the best value for the entropic index parameter that should be used presents a substantial challenge.

- The usage of a single SDN controller in the validation efforts of several authors (for example, [75, 139, 140, 142, 145–147]) raises concerns over the vulnerability of the central controller itself when DDoS attacks are carried out. In order to solve this problem, it is required to utilize a number of different SDN controllers in order to replicate realistic distributed network topologies that are representative of real-world settings.

In conclusion, these identified research gaps emphasize the need for further investigation and innovation in the field of DDoS defense solutions in SDN. By addressing these gaps, researchers can contribute to the development of more secure and resilient SDN networks in practical settings.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The increase in the number of Internet-based services and apps has resulted in an increase in the number of threats that pose dangers to the stability of those services and applications. Over the course of time, a great number of workable solutions have been developed to protect the infrastructure of networks. SDN, one of these solutions, has evolved as a reliable and resilient strategy to tackling network-wide difficulties related to flexibility, management, and adaptation. This makes SDN a standout among these solutions. The capacity of SDN to partition network functions into many layers improves management of the network and brings novel approaches to network security. The adoption of SDN, on the other hand, is not without its hurdles, as it continues to be vulnerable to DDoS assaults, which presents a substantial obstacle in its deployment.

This academic study provides a comprehensive analysis of innovative forms of DDoS attacks that especially target SDN settings. These attacks deviate from standard DDoS attack patterns in several ways. The evaluation takes into account about seventy significant research articles in the aforementioned subject. According to the findings of our research, approximately 47 percent of researchers have relied on techniques that are based on information theory, approximately 42 percent have relied on strategies that are based on machine learning, and approximately 20 percent have relied on techniques that are based on artificial neural networks to identify DDoS attacks in SDN. In addition, the study dives into the technical features of a variety of security measures in an effort to improve fellow researchers' understanding of cutting-edge procedures. It is essential to keep in mind that the controller, which continues to be a key target for attackers despite playing a pivotal part in SDN-enabled networks, will continue to be a focus of their attention. It was determined that there were gaps in the study that were detected in the current literature, and these gaps were properly scrutinized and carefully debated.

In terms of the work that will be done in the future, the primary focus of our efforts will be on the creation of a distributed DDoS detection and mitigation system that makes use of generalized information theory metrics. Within SDN networks,
the overarching goal is to reduce the amount of work that must be performed by a single controller. In addition, we are aware of the necessity to solve the difficult challenge of distinguishing flash events from high-rate DDoS attacks, which share commonalities with one another.
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